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If 12 were good enough for Old tom	

Then It’s good enough for Us Too	


!



     Rules and Regulations !
 The Cross Country is a 12-hole medal play 4-person step-aside scramble with winners in gross and net 
divisions.  A USGA formula calculated scramble handicap will be used for the net calculation.   !

There are two stipulations for each team over the course of play.  First, the step-aside scramble means 
(4) people tee off on each hole and the person whose drive is chosen steps aside for the second shot leaving only 
(3) balls to play from that spot.  For the third shot the person whose ball is chosen from the second shot steps 
aside for one shot with the first step-aside player back in play so (3) balls are played again.  This continues until 
the ball is holed for the team scramble score.  All (4) players are back in for the tee shot on the next hole.  
Second, each player must have their tee ball chosen for play on one of the five par threes over the course of the 
round.  On all scramble shots the players can lift, clean, and place their ball within (1) club length, no closer to 
the hole, playing off the same turf circumstance (fairway, rough, trap, fringe, or green) as the chosen shot.   !

Disclaimer: All hole descriptions and yardages represented in this book are best efforts on the part of the 
design team to familiarize the players with the course.  Assume there is a degree of acceptable senior vagarity in 
these representations so use the information at your own risk.  Use of yardage measuring devices that do not 
calculate elevation changes are allowable (and recommended) in this competition.  Bring your own hardware. 

 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Player safety needs to be respected as you play the competition and drive through the course.  There are 

no boundry restrictions on the carts but please drive with discretion and respect accepted standards of parking 
your cart on the cart path where accessible and staying more than 40 feet from green surfaces.  Directions from 
each green to the next tee have been carefully determined and provided in this book.  PLEASE USE THEM to 
give your group the safest route to the next hole clear of the line of fire. !



#1  Blimp Shot !
 
Par 4    310 Yards !
Back Tee 7 to 1st Green !
Pin Back Left !
From the highest perch on the course take 
in the splendor of the first fairway 
sprawling below your feet.  A controlled 
draw will avoid the obvious obstructions in 
your intended path and work it’s way 
toward the green up the hill.  Picking the 
right driving club is very important here. 
It is about 190 yards to the pine through the fairway and a solid 200 yard carry over the fairway bunker on the 
left. !
Depending on your teeing club selection, what is left is an uphill pitch of 80 to 120 yards into a phone booth pin 
position in the back left corner of the putting surface.  Don your red cape and go for it since, with proper 
positioning off this tee, this is a scoring opportunity for sure.   

!
Directions to #2:  Follow cart path  up 2nd hole past bunkers-cut across 2nd and 6th fairway and follow-cart 
path to Front Tee  on 7.  



!
#2 Hanging Chad 

 !
Par 3    165 Yards !
Front Tee 7 to 2nd Green !
Pin Back Center !
Standing on this tee it appears that the trees limit your access to this 
shallow plateau green complex.  You are right about that, it will take 
a soft, high fade to get it on the left corner of this green where the 
pin is hanging out.  The tee is slightly higher than the green surface 
but you may find it does not affect the club selection as much as you 
expect. !
North Farm residences lurk just beyond the shallow green so long is 
no option.  Wayward left leaves a short side recovery that will take 
the full measure of your Pelzian talents for an up and down save.  
For a thinking bloke that front bunker may not be such a bad place 
after all.  !!!!!!

 !
Directions to #3:   !
Follow cart path 
down 3rd to 
fairway-cut 
across 3 and 5 to 
Back Tee 6th 
Hole. !!!!!



#3  50 Shades of Grey !
 
Par 5    415 Yards !
Back Tee 6 to 3rd Green !
Pin Back Right !
E. L. James has nothing on the Dwinkoff 
team as what this five par lacks in length it 
easily makes up in the variability of options 
for making a pleasurable score on the hole.   !
To reach the green in two it will take a 
towering tee shot of about 235 yards down 
the left to get this clear view of the putting surface from about 175 yards out.  For the rest of you it will become 
a matter of finding a passable line over or through the trees to a desirable lay-up position in the 3rd fairway 
looking up at the pin position in the back corner of the green.   Fortunately the fairway for this lay-up leans 
toward you so you can be aggressive in playing to a particular position without fear of the ball ambling through 
to the side hill rough.  !
We all know about angular putting on this green so it is a must to have your approach stay below the hole to 
give your team a reasonable shot at the aforementioned pleasurable result. !

 
Directions to #4:  Follow cart path back up the 3rd  to the Blue Tee on the 3rd hole. 



       #4 Double Dip !!
Par 4    302 Yards !
Blue Tee 3 to 8th Green !
Pin Front Right !
For veterans of this event there are always 
a couple of “what were they thinking” 
challenges you will face.  This may be the 
first of them.   !
Drive line is into the grassy hollow 
between the trees just on the other side of 
the second dip from which this hole got it’s 
name.  The carry is 165 to clear the water and it is 210 to clear the top ridge of the hollow and get back on the 
zoysia fairway grass with about an 80 yard pitch into the green complex.  Regardless of length your drive line 
must stay center of the hollow or right to have a clear look at the 8th green.  For those without the 165 yard carry 
in their arsenal you will have to play left between the trees to the front of the 7th fairway and then lay up a 
second shot far enough past the pine tree wall to see the green. !
As hard as the first shot seems the approach into the tight pin position on the front right of the green cordoned 
by grass hollows and bunkers may be the real challenge here.  The fat part of the green left of the flag will leave 
a dexterous downhill putt to negotiate. !
 

!
Directions to #5:  Follow cart path up to Back Tee on the 9th Hole. 



!
      #5  Over Hill Over Dale 
 !
Par 4    230 Yards !
Back Tee 9 to 7th Green !
Pin Back Left !
The drivable Par 4 is an overused term in tournament golf but this 
is one for sure.  From one of the highest vantage points on the 
course you have a breathtaking view of the property.  This tee ball 
will travel over the green you just played (make sure the guys 
behind you have not reached it before you play) across the dale 
and the cross bunker to a reachable target on the hill.  190 clears 
the bunker and it is 215 to the front left edge on line to the pin.  
With the elevation change and a Rockville Courthouse wind at 
your back this may play a club less than you think. !
As is the case all day it is important to get one drive in play for a 
pitch and a putt birdie and then cut loose the big dogs for a shot at 
an eagle.  The chipping area left of the green will get lots of 
action with the back left pin.  Anything missing right will be a par 
and no better. !!!!!

 !!!
Directions 
to #6:   !
Follow cart 
path past 
the 8th 
green to 
Front Tee 
on 9th Hole 



!
#6 Sid’s Sideboard !!

Par 3    175 Yards !
Front Tee 9 to Harman Left Green !
Pin Back Center !
Attacking the first of three par threes over 
the next five holes requires you to dial in 
those middle sized clubs.  The first 
testimony to Mr. Harman’s contribution to 
the club requires an uphill carry to a very 
narrow target perched on the back of the 
left short game practice green.  The tree on 
the right forces you to play a fade unless 
you are confident you can land on Sid’s 
zoysia sideboard just short left of the green 
letting it feed onto the putting surface. !
No miss to the right is any good so there is going to be a lot of pitchin’ n puttin’ from the left for par on this 
hole.   Sidney would have loved the precision required  to play this hole. !!

 !!!!
Directions to 
#7:   !
Across the 9th 
fairway on top 
of the hill-follow 
cart path back 
to Front Tee on 
9th Hole. !!!



#7  Clark’s Gables !!
Par 4    385 Yards !
Front Tee 9 to 18th Green !
Pin Back Right !
For all those with fantasies of smoking it 
down the 9th fairway for a short pitch and 
putt into the ninth, this front tee position 
affords you the chance to fulfill that dream.  
But you are not going to the ninth as the 
second half of the hole is a dog ear right to 
the 18th green past the end of the tree line 
on the right.  Use the gable and chimney on 
the Golf Shop building to get the proper line into the fat of the dogleg for your approach shot. !
The approach is a good 160 plus across a couple of cart paths and grassy nooks to a receptive pin in the back 
right of the green.  The bunker on the right will gather a wandering approach but there is plenty of green short 
and left of this flag so use it to your advantage. 
 

!
Directions to #8:  Follow cart path through starters area to far side of 9th green to front of green area. 



#8  Froggy !!
Par 3    160 Yards !
Front 9 Green to Harman Right Green !
Pin Back Right !
The second Harman tribute gets it’s name 
from Sidney’s look alike perched on the rock 
below this practice facility.  This is one tight 
uphill shot into a back right pin on a green 
that wraps around a seriously nasty bunker 
on the right with a few tree branches lurking 
overhead.   !
The number of approach shots that actually 
stay on this green will be minimal but the 
recovery shots required will be all to 
familiar for those who use The Sid regularly.   !
This crowned green actually slopes away from you once you reach the center so it may take a lower trajectory 
shot into the front third and release to get it close.  You make a two here there could be celebratory croaking all 
around. !

 
Directions to 
#9:  !
 Follow cart 
back to Starters 
Area, behind 
18th Green, 
behind Tennis 
Building, past                           
Maintenance 
Buildings, to 
path behind 12th 
tee down to 
Front Tee on 
12th hole. 
   



                                        #9  Kemo Sabe !!
Par 4    399 Yards !
Front Tee 12 to 10th Green !
Pin Center !
This hole gets it’s name because you need 
an Indian scout on top of the hill to help 
you get a line on the blind tee shot and 
determine where it comes to rest.  Take this 
advice seriously and dispatch a team 
member accordingly. !
A very strong par four + you need a little 
extra on this drive because the uphill landing area between the bunkers on 11 will take steam off the roll out.  It 
is 220 left center to get this clear look across the divided highway at the on-level green on the other side.  The 
green setting from this angle is something to behold.   A strong fairway club turning right to left up the opening 
is the proper approach.  If you are not confident you can reach then lay-up to an attack distance looking up the 
opening of the green at the center pin placement.   
 !!

!!
Directions to #10:  Travel behind the 10th green across to the rough on 18 to the Front Tee on 18th hole. !!



#10 Pepco Pin Ball !!
Par 3    160 Yards !
Front Tee 18 to 17th Green !
Pin Front Center !
OK this is the second “what were they 
thinking” shot of the day.  Appropriately 
named because of the dual challenge of 
avoiding the tree bumpers and the crossing 
electric lines on approach to this green (no 
there are no free replays if you hit the power 
lines). !
The low punch and trundle approach is 
advisable since anything landing on this 
green is unlikely to remain there when it is 
done moving.  The key distance is 135 yards to clear the cart path between the back of the opening and the 
green surface.  It is very likely a Titleist with a cart path beard after one bounce on asphalt may have the best 
chance of leaving you two putts for par. !
As we know pitch and putt recoveries on this green are rare.   No Scot ever said the game needs to be fair. !

 !!!
Directions to #11:  !
Proceed down cart 
path of 17 past 17 
tee-down  cart path 
of 16 to Back Tee on 
16th hole. !!!!!!



#11  Bed, Bath, & Beyond !!
Par 5    455 Yards !
Back Tee 16 to 13th Green !
Alt Tee in front of 15th Green !
Pin Front Left !
Third and fourth iteration of “what were 
they thinking”.  By far the hardest drive 
requirement of the day it is a 165 yard 
carry from the back tee over the furry stuff.  
The front tee has been provided for those 
designated to use it where the carry should 
be 50 yards less. !
From the Bed over the Bath and Beyond, this hole is best played as the crow flies.  Opportune drive line is over 
the solar panel and the tree behind to land in the front third of the 14th fairway.  From there your team members 
will have to probe a number of options over and around the forest that obscures your path to a lay-up position in 
front of the green.  The flag is front left to provide a flicker of visual hope if you contemplate going for it in 
two. !

 !!
Directions to #12:   !
Up the cart path of 
13th follow cart path 
past              13th 
tee, past 12th green, 
and past the pond. 
Cut across behind 
pond to tee box 
below the sod  
nursery.  !

STAY OFF THE 
SOD NURSERY !



#12  Pete’s Porch !!
Par 3    128 Yards !
Behind Sod Nursery to 11th Green !
Pin Back Right !
A purely Irish links par three with a blind 
landing area.  This one will play a club 
more than the 128 on the card.  To get close 
you have to take on the masking bunker 
brow with a high approach and a helicopter 
landing into a confined area in the first 
third of this green.   !
Bailing out right of the bunker gives you 
more landing area and roll out but leaves 
you with a slippery downhill mid-length 
putt to the flag. !
Either bunker or long makes bogie a distinct possibility. 
 !

!
Directions to #1:  Back up cart path on 12 behind back tee, through maintenance yard, past tennis building, 
                            to Starters Area, down cart path #1 South follow maintenance road to the left, beyond 6th  
                           green,  across 6th fairway, up to the Back Tee on 7th Hole.


